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To be Brevet Lietutenant-Colonel.
Majors (temporary Lieut.-Colonels): F. J. Brown (ret. pay),

R. of 0., late R.AA.M.C.; F. D. G. Howell, D.S.O., M4.C.,
R.A.M.C.
Majors (acting Lieut.-Colonels): R. B. Ainsworth, D.S.O.,

R.A.M.C., T. S. Coates, O.B.E., R.A.M.C., F. P. Connor, D.S.O.,
I.M.S., J. M. H. Conway, D.S.O., R.A.M.C., W. F. Ellis, O.B.E.,
R.A.M.C., R. Griffith, R.A.M.C.(T.F.), R. A. Lloyd, D.S.O.,I.M.S.,
J. L. Lunham, I.M.S., E. J. Maclean, R.A.M.C.(T.F.), A. W.
Sampey, R.A.M.C., R. T. Turner, R.A.M.C.(T.F.), W. F.
Tyndale, C.M.G., D.S.O., R.A.M.C.
Majors: A. J. Chambers (ret. pay), R. of 0., late R.A.M.C.;

W. McAdam Eccles, R.A.M.C.(T.F.), B. F. Hamiltoni, ret. pay,
late R.A.M.C.; R. W. W. Henry, R.A.M.C.(T.F.), H. A.
Leebody, R.A.M.C.(T.F.), M. G. Pearson, O.B.E., S.A.M.C.,
I. Skelding, R.A.M.C.(T.F.), W. C. Smales, D.S.O., R.A.M.C.,
W. A. Stott, R.E.(T.F.), attached R.A.M.C.; Sir H. F. Water-
house, R.A.M.C.(T.F.).
Temporary Majors: S. Fleming, R.A.M.C., L. E. Lanyon-

Owen., R.A.M.C., A. W. Robertson, R A.M.C., T. R. St.Johnston,
R.A.M.C., T. L. L. Sandes, O.B.E., S.A.M.C.

To be Brevet Major.
Captains (acting Lieutenant-Colonels): J. D. Bowie, D.S.O.,

R.A.M.C., T. A. Weston, R.A.M.C.
Captain (temporary Major) H. C. Todd, R.A.M.C.
Captains (acting Majors): T. H. Balfour, M.C., R.A.M.C.,

W. R. Bristow, R.A.M.C.(T.F., C. M. Fegen, R.A.M.C.(T.F.),
R. Gale, D.S.O., R.A.M.C., F1. R. Laing, R.A.M.C., N. V.
Lothian, M.C., R.A.M.C., W. C. Paton, M.C., I.M.S., M. Purvis,
I.M.S,, B. Shires, R.A.M.C.(S.R.).
Captains: W. Brander, R.A.M.C.(T.F.Res.), H. Briani-

Pearson, R.A.M.C.(T.F.), H. C. Dent, R. of 0., A.M.S., H. S.
Dickson R.A.M.C., A. W. Howlett, R.A.M.C., G. H. Hunt,
R.A.M.d.tT.F., R. A. Peters, M.C., R.A.M.C.(S.R.), J. A.
Sinton, V.C., IM.S.
.Temporary Captains (acting Majors): W. Fell, R.A.M.C.,
W. E. P. Phillips, R.A.M.C.
Temporary Captains: J. S. Dunn, R.A.M.C., A. E. Giles,

R.A.M.C., R. McC. H. Hill, D.S.O., R.A.M.C., W. B. Purchase,
M.C., R.A.M.C., W. S. Stalker and E. C. Williams, R.A.M.C.

Kaisar-i-Hind 3ledal.
Lieut.-Colonel Richard Hendersoni Castor, I.M.S. Civil

Surgeon, Moulmein, Burma.
Dr. Clem.ent Cornelius Caleb, Professor of Physiology, King

Eaward Memorial College, Lahore.
Dr. Hugh Gordon Roberts, Officiating Civil Surgeon, Sllillong,

AAsba'M.
O.B.E.

C9lonel Walter Ernest Summons, A.A.M.C.
Lieut.-Colonels (temporary Colonels): William Bennett,

D.S.O., R.A.M.C., Harold Simpson, R.A.M.C.
'Lieut.-Coloniels: Philip 0. Andrew, N.Z.M.C., Allan E. K.

Bennett, C.A.M.C., Henry F..Bernau, N.Z.M.C., Henry Arthur
Beriyman (R.P.), R.A.M.C., R. of O., Cole E. C. Cole, . A.M.C.,
Martin P. Corkery, R.A.M.C., Charles E. Dennis, A.A.M.C.,
Henry P. Dimmock, I.M.S., Henry C. S. Elliot, C.A.M.C.,
Henry G. Falkner, R.A.M.C.(T.F.), P. Fiuschi, A.A.M.C., Johii
G. Foster, R.A.M.C., Francis E. Frenaantle, R.A.M.C.(T.F.).
Alexander G. Hamilton, R.A.M.C.(T.F.), Michael L. Hearii
(R.P.), R.A.M.C., Alexander W. Hogg, N.Z.M.C., Herbert E. R.
James, C.B., C.M.G., R.A.M.C., William Love Kirkwood,
A.A.M.C., Glen A. W. J. Knight, A.A.M.C., William Little,
N.Z.M.C., Thomas D. McDermot, R.A.M.C., Edward G. Mason,
C.A.M.C., Charles Milne, I.M.S., Eugene J. O'Meara, I.M.S.,
Principal, Medical School, Agra; R. J. W. Oswald, R.A.M.C.
(T.F.), Christopher T. Parsons, R.A.M.C., Clifford H. Reason,
D.S.O., C.A.M.C., Athelston John H. Saw, A.A.M.C., George
C. E. Simpson, R.A.M.C.(T.F.), Julian C. C. Smith,
I.M.S., Valentine Stacy, A.A.M.C., Guy Neville Stephen,
R.A.M.C., Arthur B. S. Stewart, R.A.M.C.(T.F.), George H.
Stewart, I.M.S., Hugh C. Taylor-Young, A.A.M.C., James
Tidbury, R.A.M.C., Frederick S. Toogood, R.A.M.C., George
Usmar, S.A.M.C., William J. N. Vincent, R.A.M.C., R. Mel-
bourne West, D.S.O., R.A.M.C.(T.F.), David A. Whittoi,
C.A.M.C., Robert E. Wodehouse, C.A.M.C., Frederick A. Youig,
C.A.M.C., John R. Yourdi (R.P.), R.A.M.C.

(To be continued.)

THE DETERMINATION OF OCULAR TENSION.
SIR,-May I point out that your annotation on tllis

subject (BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL, June 7th), wllile it
insists on the value of the eye tonometer, says nothing of
its uncertainties and limitations. The Schidtz tonometer
is an excellent instrument, and does well what suclh ani
instrument can do, but neither this nor any other can tell
us exactly what we want to know.
The term " tension of the eve" is convenient as

ordinarily used, but should be avoided when precision
is in question; we are concerned with the "intraocular
pressure." I will not stop to prove that the tension of the
envelope is a different thing from the pressure that falls
on it from within, and that it bears no fixed relation to

that pressure. The tonometer measures neitlher of these
tllings. It measures simply llie impressibility of tlhe eye,
and from this we infer the internal pressure, with some
uncertainty, by means of a table or curve showing the
average relation of the one to the other; it can only be
tile average because the relation is not constant. It is
not possible to ascertain the exact pressure in any eye
by measuring, hlowever accurately, the impressibility of
its cornea. Suppose, for example, that in the case of
a given eye the tonometer and its curve declare the intra-
ocular pressure to be 25 mm. Hg, we cannot be sure that
the figure is correct. Professo¶ Schi6tz's test experiments,
and my own, have slhown that it may err by at least
5 mm. Hg in either directioii.
IThe tonom-eter can detect change of pressure in a

given eye witlh great precision, but it cannot compare
thle pressures in different eyes with nearly equal certainty.
The problem is more intricate than soine "up-to-date"
ophtlhalmic surgeons have yet realized, and I write this brief
inote as a warning against the present tendency to attribute
to the tonometer a degree of precision wlhiclh no instrument
of the kind can possibly achieve. Professor Schiotz him-
self is far more cautious. I have written more fully in an
article.which will appear shortly in the Briti8h Journal of
Ophthalinology.-I am, etc.,
Birmiughain, June 8th. PRIESTLEY SMITH.

INFECTIVE CATARRHS-SO-CALLED " COLDS."
SIR,-Althouglh given scanty notice in medical text-

books, periodicals, and literature generally, infective
catarrh and so-called "colds" are a most important factor
-perhaps the most important-in the national morbidity
and mortality rates.
At the best, a "' cold " getting into an average lhousehold

is a very great nuisance, attacking one child after another,
tlle parents, and the maids (if any), causing some degree
of dislocation for probably six weeks; whilst at the worst
it is a great danger, carrying off some member by its
development into bronclhitis, pneumonia, etc., and so never
appearing by name on the death certificate or in the mor-
talitv returns. In educational and industrial matters
" colds " must be the cause of a vast wastage, and of Imuch1
inefficiency.
The remedies for this unsatisfactory state of affairs lie,

broadly speaking, in two directions:
1. In bacteriological research, with a view to identi

fying more precisely the causes, and to find an effective
remedy.

2. In better education, both of the profession anc
the public.

As regards (1) we will only suggest that research shouloc
be on a much wider and broader scale than heretofore.
Each individual case may be of comparatively little impor-
tance, but a " cold " being the commonest disease in the
country, it merits investigation commensurate with its
frequency. We would suggest that the Medical Researcl
Comlmittee miaht well turn its attention in this direction.
As regards (2) we think by far the most important step

in the educational line is to adopt a proper name for tljis
class of infection. As long as a definitely infective condi-
tion is called a "' cold " or a " chill " by the doctor, it will
quite naturally be treated by the patient as if due to a cold
-that is, he will wrap up (probably too much), shlut up the
windows. and so unconsciously do his best to spread infec-
tion to the rest of the household. This line of treatment
has been seen in numberless cases in tlle recent epidemic
with disastrous results. But we would go further, and say
that as long as the view of the patient that his condition
is due to " chill " or " cold " is acquiesced in by his doctor.
or as long as the latter tolerates the designation "cold"'
(and one quite realizes how very easy it is so tacitly to
agree with one's patient), there will be no real educational
progress in such matters.
In reading old medical and surgical textbooks one is

struck by the fact that almost every ailment to whiclh
flesh is heir has been said to be due to cold, whereas com-
paratively few are so attributed by modern physicians.
Apparently, when no other cause could be demonstrated,
"cold" was always invoked; and as exposure to some
degree of cold in our climate cannot be avoided, it was quite
easy to confuse the " post hoc " with the " propter hoc*"
But now we, as members of a scientific profession,

should have outerown such weaknesses, and should not
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use .terms implying an etiology for which there is no
justification.

In bulletins about the hlealth of distinguished personages
we are frequiently informed that " So-and-so " is sufferina
fromn "a severe chill" or "a bad cold," etc. Surely it
wvould be better to say "a pyrexial attack" or "acute
nasal catarrh," if suclh are meant. If mnen hligh up in the
profession use loose terms, wlhat can be hoped of the
humble G.P. ?
We slhould like to see some eminent authlorities, suclh as

the Presidents of the Royal Colleges, the President of the
British Medical Association, or those who have evinced
particular interest in tlhe matter, like Sir A. Newslholie or
D)r. Leonard Hill, definitely propose to the profession tlhat
the terms " cold " and " chill " (as signifying diseases)
should be once for all discarded as unscientific and false
etiologically. When, lhowever, we come to consider what
terms shall be used iti place of those dropped, difficulties
arise. The cortect term for a "heavy cold in the head "
extending from nose to larynx would be, we suppose,
"acute infective nasal, nasopharyngeal, and laryngeal
catarrh," but this would obviously be too cumbersome;
it might be abbreviated to "iinfective catarrlh" perhaps, or
even some shorter term coined.

Tlle term "coryza" las nmuclh to recommend it, being
sbort and non-committal. But as this term does not cover
a laryngeal catarrlh, we think it is not entirely suitable.
Also it is important that the infective element should
appear even in the name, if the latter is to have in future
a positive educational value in any way comparable to the
pernicious and negative educational value hiitherto enjoyed
by the term "cold."
The term " chill," perhaps, is more often used to designate

a rise of temperature and slight malaise without definite
catarrhal signs, and " febricula " would seem to be a suit-
able and more convenient term, " infective " being affixed
if desired.

It will doubtless be asked, "What's in a name ? " and be
argued thlat the present terms are short, convenient, and
hallowed by tradition. OuLr reply is tllat there is a very
great deal of harm in any nam-e implying a false etiology.
In fact, we would say that as long as these affections are
called " colds " and " cllills " there is not much chance of
getting themn treated generally on common sense lines.
If the -public hiad been educated to tlle point of treating
"4a bad cold" on tlle fresh-air plan before the onset of tllh
recent epidemnics of influenza, it is probable that many
tlhousands of lives would have been saved.-We are, etc.,

N. I. SPRIGGS.
Leicester, May 28th. C. KILLICK MIL-LARD.

TENDON TRANSPLANTATION IN DROP-WRIST
DUE TO NERVE INJURY.

Sta,-In the BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL, June 7th, Captain
Vernon Pennell, R.A.M.C., publishes a paper on this
subjeet. The problems presented by this procedure cannot
be discussed within the limits of a letter, but while I am
in agreement with much of his communication there is
one point on which I desire to offer some comments.
Amongst the conditions for which he advocates tendon

transplantation in preference to nerve suture are "all cases
of division of the posterior interosseus nerve." These are
included chiefly on the score of difficulty in finding and
dealing with the nerve. While it is true that the majority
of such cases present conditions which render nerve
suture impossible, there are others in which it is feasible,
and in these I think it should always be performed in pre-
ference to operations on the tendons, provided the muscles
liave not been seriously injured or very extensively
wasted.

I have performed suture of the posterior interosseus
nerve in two cases, in each with complete success. In one
case tlhe nerve had been severed in its course through the
supinator brevis muscle on the outer and posterior aspect of
the radius; in the other it was involved in a denise scar
immediately below the division of the musculo-spiral into
its -posterior interosseous and radial branches. Both cases
were treated by end-to-end anastomosis. In each case
clinical signs of regeneration appeared within three
months of operation, followed later by perfect recovery of
function in wrist and fingers.
Owing to the small, size of the nerve the operation

is not simple, and it requires considerable delicacy of
technique, but the results in these cases show that

success may be achieved. Tendon transplantations in
cases of drop wrist, wlhile yielding gratifying restults and
enormously iimproving the use of thle hiand, are, in my
experience, never followed by the complete restoration of
function which results from successful nerve suture, and
are at best only palliative measures. Wlhen the local
conditions are favourable I suggest that an attempt shouild
be made to suture the nerve.

In regard to Captain Pennell's suggestion that tendon
transplantation at thle wrist may be performed at thie
same time as suture of tlle musculo-spiral nerve in tlle
arm, a number of considerations arise which I shall not
discuss here. Personally I lhave not adopted the procedure
in any case.-I am, etc.,

WILLIAMI PEARSON, F.R.C.S.I.,
Late Major R.A.M.C., and a District

Dublin, Jtune 9th. Consultant Surgeon.

OPTIONAL OR COMIPULSORY GREEK
AT OXFORD.

SIR,-We, the undersigned, members of the Board of the
Faculty of Medicine, teaclhers in the medical schlool, and
resident medical graduates, appeal to all Oxford mnedical
graduates wlho are members of Convocation* and are
opposed to compulsory Greek to come to Oxford-oto Tues
day, June 17tli, and by their votes in Convocation, at
2 o'clock, support tthe statute renidering Greeki optional in
Itesponsions.-We are, etc.,

ARTHuR THOMcSON, Exeter College; Professr of
Human Anatomy.

A. P. DODDS-IPARKEIR, Magdlaleu College; Lecturer
in Applied Aniatomy.

S. E. WHITNALL, Magdalen College; University
Demonstrator in Human Anatomv.

C. S. SHERRINGTON, Fellow of Magdalen College;
Professor of Physiology.

H. C. BAZETT, Fellow of Magdalen College; Welch
Lecturer in Clinical Physiology.

G. DREYER, Fellow of Lincoln College; Professor
of Patholog-.

E. W. AINLEY WALKER, Fellowv and Tutor of
Uniiversity College; Lecturer in Pathology.

A. G. GIBSON, Christ Church; Lecturer in Morbid
Anatomy.

A. D. GARDNER, University College; Bacterio-
logist, Studenits' Laboratory, Department
of Pathology,

J. A. GUNN, Queen's College; Professor of
Pharmacology.

S. H. VINES, Fellow of Magdalen College; Pro-
fessor of Botany.

G. C. BOURNE, Fellow of Merton College; Professor
of Zoology and Comparative Anatomy.

W. H. PERKIN, Fellow of Magdalen College;
Professor of Chemistry.

D. H. NAGEL, Fellow and Tutor of Trinity College.
W. COLLIER, Exeter College; Honorary Physician

Radeliffe Infirmary.
W. T. BROOKS, Christ Church; Litchfield Lecturer

in Medicine; Honorary Plysician Radcliffe
Infirmary.

R. H. ANGLIN WHITELOCKE, Lincoln College; Litch-
field Lecturer in Surgery; Honorary Surgeon
Radcliffe Infirmary.

C. G. DOUGLAS, Fellowand Tutor in Natural Science,
St. John's College.

A. L. ORMEROD, New College; M.O.H. City of Oxford.
E. MALLAM, Magdalen College; Honorary Physician

Radcliffe Infirmary.
C. SIN(GEFR, Tutor of Exeter College.
G. B. CRONSHAW, Fellow and Bursar of Queen's

College; Honorary Treasurer Radcliffe
Infirmary.

H. M. VIcRNON, Fellowof Magdalen College; InvestiP
gator to the Industrial Fatigue Research
Board.

* Any MIaster of Arts or Doctor of Medicine whose namne is on the
books of his college is a member of Convocation.

THE ETIOLOGY OF AORTIC REGURGITATION.
SIR,-I should like to traverse Dr. Theodore Fisher's

statement that ." there is no evidence that scarlet fever
causes endocarditis," from my experience of thirteen
years' work in large fever hospi^tals during which the
performance of post-mortemn examinations on* cases of
scarlet fever was a routine procedure.
The evidence is as follows:
In children dying during the acute stage of scarlet fever

it is quite common to find the valves of either the aortic or
imitral orifices swollen and brilliantly injected, witha the
cusps slightly thickened, lustreless, and sometimes alI
covered with small flecks of lymph.


